In this paper we consider the buffer reordering management problem. In this model there are n elements that arrive over time with different colors. There is a buffer that can store up to k elements and when the buffer becomes full an element must be output. If an element is output that has a color different from the previous element, a cost depending on the color must be paid. This cost could be uniform or non-uniform over colors; these are called unweighted and weighted cases, respectively. The goal is to reorder elements within the buffer before outputting them to minimize the total cost incurred.
Introduction
Buffer management is an area of research with many applications in practice and due to this there is a vast amount of literature on the topic. One well-studied buffer management model is the buffer reordering management problem and its variants. In the buffer reordering problem, n elements arrive over time and the buffer can hold up to k elements. For simplicity, it can be assumed without loss of generality that elements arrive at distinct unit times. Each element e i has some color c(e i ). When an element arrives and the buffer is full, an element must be output. If the color of the element output is the same as the color of the previous element output then there is no cost for outputting this element. If there is a color change, then the cost is w c if the new color is c. Thus, if w c = 1 for all c, the problem is to output elements such that the total number of color changes is minimized. If w c is possibly different for each c then the goal is to minimize the total weighted color changes.
The buffer reordering management problem studies a fundamental question regarding the power of a buffer for minimizing the cost of context switches, and hence it is no surprise that this problem has abundant applications in network routing, paint shops, networking, logistics, and a variety of other ares. See [21, 11, 20, 3] for extensive applications of this elegant model. Besides its applications, the problem has sustained interest in the theoretical computer science community because of the algorithmic challenges the problem poses. Indeed, the problem has been extensively studied both in the offline and online settings [21, 16, 5, 6, 7, 2, 13, 4, 1] . In the online setting, the algorithm only learns of an element once it arrives. It is known that the problem is NP-Hard [13, 4] and therefore previous work has focused on finding an algorithm with the smallest approximation (competitive) ratio. Due to the challenges faced in algorithm design, much of previous work has focused on the unweighted setting [21, 6, 7, 13, 1] and others have resorted to bi-criteria approximations where the algorithm's buffer is assumed to be larger than the optimal solution's buffer [13, 21] .
The algorithmic challenge in buffer management problems occurs because the optimal solution can combine many elements together into a single output sequence which the algorithm may not. Indeed, due to this, natural algorithms for the problem fail. Perhaps the most natural algorithm to consider for the problem when the weights are uniform (unweighted) is Largest Color First, the algorithm that always outputs the color with the most number of elements in the buffer. Also, the algorithm never changes colors so long as there is an element in the buffer of the same color as the last element output. It is easy to see that there is no reason for an algorithm to change colors so long as it has an element of the same color as the last output. This algorithm is natural to consider because it chooses a color such that many elements can be output for the color, thus combining many elements for the same color into a single output sequence and outputting many elements creates more space in the algorithm's buffer to gather more elements before making its decision on the next color to switch to. However, it was shown that this algorithm has an approximation ratio of Ω( √ n) [21] . A simple example shows that the algorithm may repeatedly switch to the same color, which the optimal solution can merge into a single sequence. The optimal solution outputs other colors to accumulate many elements for the same color which the algorithm will also need to accumulate a similar cost for. Similar lower bounds can be shown for other natural algorithms such as Least Recently Used and First-In-First-Out [21] .
Since natural algorithms fail to yield strong positive results, previous work has focused on developing more sophisticated algorithms. In [21] , Räcke et al. introduced the reordering buffer management problem and gave an O(log 2 k) competitive algorithm when all weights are uniform. They designed an algorithm known as Bounded Waste which uses an intricate charging scheme to decide which color to output. This was then extended and improved through a sequence of papers for [16, 5, 2, 7] . We note that these works use several quite non-trivial potential function and dual fitting techniques. Online, the best known algorithms for the uniform case are an O(log log k)-competitive randomized algorithm [7] and an O( √ log k)-competitive deterministic algorithm [2] . This essentially resolves the complexity of the uniform case online because there is an Ω( log k log log k ) lower bound on online deterministic algorithms and an Ω(log log k) lower bound on randomized algorithms [2] .
This line of work has essentially resolved the worst case online complexity of the unweighted case of the problem. However, the question remained on what is the best approximation ratio that can be obtained in the offline setting. To this end, few results have been shown. This is perhaps due to the fact that it is difficult to use linear programming techniques for the problem -the tight constraint given by the buffer size k makes most rounding techniques unusable. Until recently, the best offline result was a bi-criteria approximation where the algorithm has a buffer (2 + )k for any constant > 0 and is compared against an adversary with a buffer of size k [13] . In a breakthrough result, AvigdorElgrabli and Rabani gave the first offline algorithm (non-bicriteria) which is provably better than any online algorithm in the unweighted case [6] . They showed an algorithm that achieves an O(1)-approximation. Unfortunately, their result strongly uses the fact that the costs are uniform and it is not clear if their techniques can shed light onto the complexity of the non-uniform weight version of the problem offline. For the non-uniform setting the best result (even offline) is an O( √ log k)-competitive algorithm. We note that this algorithm requires the ratio of the maximum to minimum weight γ to be polynomially bounded in k. This algorithm was deterministic and essentially resolves the non-uniform case's deterministic complexity online due to the lower bound of Ω( log k log log k ) on deterministic algorithms for the uniform case. The question remained on whether or not an offline algorithm can achieve an approximation ratio better than O( √ log k) in the non-uniform case.
Results: The main result of our paper is a new algorithm for the non-uniform case that achieves an O(log log kγ) approximation. THEOREM 1.1. There is a randomized O(log log kγ)-approximation for the non-uniform (weighted) buffering reordering management problem.
This gives an exponential improvement over the best previously known result of O( √ log k) since they assume γ is polynomially bounded in k. To show our result, we introduce a new algorithm. Our algorithm is guided by a solution to a linear programming relaxation. The algorithm rounds the LP solution in an intricate manner with several phases. The main idea behind the algorithm is to output elements in a way such that either the LP solution is accumulating similar cost, or the LP solution must be accumulating many elements while not processing them. Eventually, the LP will not be able to hold all of the elements in its buffer and must accumulate some cost which the algorithm can charge to. The algorithm itself is rather involved and intricate, but in Section 3.1 we describe the main ideas guiding the development of the algorithm.
We also revisit the uniform (unweighted) case. As mentioned, it was previously shown that an O(1)-approximation exists. The algorithm and analysis in [6] giving this result were fairly involved and the approximation ratio given was somewhat large 1 . In this paper, we introduce a new O(1)-approximation for this problem. We interpret the problem as a covering problem. Using this new interpretation, we introduce an algorithm that achieves a 66.0823-approximation which modestly improves the previous approximation guarantee given in [6] . However, the main point of this result is not improving the approximation guarantee, but is in the algorithm and solution we use. We note that our work here was done independently of that of [6] . We believe that our new clean view of the problem could prove useful for algorithm design in variants of the buffer management reordering problem. Also our formulation and analysis of the underlying random process that fills 'holes' arising in the covering problem may be of independent interest. THEOREM 1.2. There is a randomized 66.0823-approximation for the uniform (unweighted) buffering reordering management problem.
Other Related Work: Besides the non-uniform case we study, there are several variants of the buffer management problem that have been considered. A line of work has focused on the case where the costs of switching between two colors form a line metric [18, 17] . This also has been further generalized to the case where the costs form a general metric [15, 10] . Also, the buffer recording management problem has been considered with the dual objective of maximizing the total number of elements output that are the same as the previous color. For this problem, O(1)-approximation algorithms are known [19, 9] .
Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce notation, the linear program (LP) which we consider as well as some simple lemmas that will prove useful throughout the paper. We begin by introducing notation. There are n elements that arrive over time. Each element e i arrives at a distinct integral time i ∈ [1, n] and is associated with a color. There is a buffer of size k and, once the buffer is full, an element must be output. Outputting an element of color c incurs cost w c if the last element output has a color different from color c. Let C denote the set of possible colors and |C| = m for some m. We let c(e i ) denote the color of element e i . We will let Cost LP denote the cost of the LP solution and Cost LPc be the cost the LP accumulates for color c. For a fixed algorithm, let B(t) denote the set of elements in the algorithm's buffer at time t. For a given algorithm A, let n A c (t) be the total number of elements in the algorithm's buffer at time t for color c. Throughout the analysis we will be concerned with sequences where a set of elements of the same color is output. We will call these color blocks or simply block if there is no confusion.
As mentioned before, we can without loss of generality assume that any reasonable algorithm continues a color block until exhausting all elements for the color. Further, we can assume that any algorithm first stores the initial k elements and outputs an element at each time t ∈ [k + 1, k + n]. Hence we will think that the buffer at time t contains the element e t arriving at the time t, and the algorithm must immediately output an element from the buffer.
Linear Programming Formulation
In order to introduce our integer/linear program we need to define some notation. Let B denote the entire set of possible color blocks. We can without loss of generality assume that all elements in each color block b should be ordered in increasing order of their arrival times. Further, we can WLOG assume that each color block b is maximal in the sense that the block, which is specified by its starting element and time, includes the maximum number of elements of the same color. Note that B has a size of a polynomial in n. We let c(b) denote the color of block b. If an element e i is scheduled at time t in block b, we denote it by (i, t) ∈ b.
We are now ready to present our integer programming formulation IP.
The 0-1 variable x b = 1 if and only if we schedule color block b. In the objective cost w c(b) is incurred for each color block b of color c(b) where x b = 1. The variable y i,t = 1 if and only if element e i is scheduled at time t by a color block, and this is what constraints (2.1) ensure. Constraints (2.2) say that at any time after the buffer becomes full, exactly one element must be scheduled, and this guarantees that the buffer never overflows. In particular Constraints (2.2) yield (2.7)
Constraints (2.3) say that every element must be eventually output. Constraints (2.4) define variableȳ i,t that denotes if element e i is scheduled by time t or not. In constraints (2.5), p(i) denotes the element of color c(e i ) that arrives the latest before e i . If no such element p(i) exists, we let y p(i),t−1 = 1. Constraints (2.5) ensure that elements of the same color are processed in first-in-first-out order.
We obtain our linear programming relaxation LP by relaxing constraints (2.6) to x b ∈ [0, 1]. We will refer to the quantity x b as the height of the color block b. We will say that LP has element e i by an amount of 1 −ȳ i,t (in its buffer) at time t. We will interchangeably say that we schedule an element and output an element.
Useful Lemmas and Sampling
Before we begin our analysis, we state some simple lemmas that will be useful throughout the paper. The first lemma below is similar to a lemma shown in [2] . The following lemma applies to all feasible schedules, not only to our algorithm A. LEMMA 2.1. Consider any color block b output by our algorithm A which starts at time t and ends at time t . Let t ≥ k + 1 be the earliest time before t such that A scheduled no element of color c(b) during [t , t). Suppose that LP has processed the first element e i in b by at least by time t. Then there is a set of color blocks of total height at least for color c(e i ) in the LP's solution that end during (t , t ].
Proof.
Notice that e i arrives after t because otherwise the algorithm would have scheduled e i with the element it scheduled at time t − 1. Now, we know that e i is not scheduled by A before time t, and e i is processed by LP by at least during (t , t]. Then the lemma follows from the fact that the color block b is maximal, and color blocks in LP schedule elements in first-in-first-out order.
This lemma will allow us to schedule a color block by starting with an element that has been processed by the LP substantially. The following proposition follows from constraint (2.1) in the LP. PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that the LP has a set I of color blocks, all starting no later than some time t, for a specific color c and having total height at least h. Further, suppose that each of these color blocks processes at least (possibly different) elements after time t for color c that all arrive no later than t. Then it is the case that LP has at least a total volume of h of elements of color c in its buffer at time t.
We now discuss a sampling scheme which will be very useful for our algorithm and analysis. Our sampling scheme will be useful when our algorithm has no element in the buffer that has been substantially processed by the LP. In that case, we will attempt to schedule an element in the algorithm's buffer with a probability in proportion to the amount of the element that has been processed by the LP. One natural yet naive idea is to sample each element independently, and schedule one of the sampled elements. However, this approach makes it difficult to relate the algorithm's cost to the LP's cost since the cost is determined by color blocks output. Hence we will develop a technique that samples color blocks from the LP, rather than elements.
We will say that two color blocks are disjoint if they share no element. Also we say that a color block b is maximal if it starts with some element e i and, when the block ends, it schedules all elements that arrive after e i , but before the current time, of color c(e i ).
LEMMA 2.2. For any constant 0 < α < 1, there exists a randomized algorithm that associates each element e i with a time step t α i that satisfies the following:
• For any element e i and time step t such thatȳ i,t ≤ α,
• For any two elements e i and e i where c(e i ) = c(e i ), the probability Pr[t
• Consider any collection B of disjoint maximal color blocks where each color block b ∈ B schedules at least one element e i at time t ≥ t α i . Then the total expected cost of color blocks in B is at most
We will refer to t α i as element e i 's α-ready time. We say that element e i is α-ready at time t if t α i ≤ t. The properties claimed in 2.2 prove to be very useful. The first property says that one can get a lot of elements ready for schedule compared to the volume of work that has been done on the elements by LP. Intuitively, this will increase the probability of successfully finding elements to schedule. The third property ensures that a schedule guided by α-ready times incurs a cost comparable to that of LP. This property will allow our algorithm to schedule an α-ready element in the buffer.
At a high-level, our sampling that achieves the properties claimed in Lemma 2.2 has a spirit similar to threshold rounding and configuration style LP rounding. Scheduling elements that have been processed by LP by can be viewed as a threshold rounding. The α sampling is used to "boost" the probability that elements are α-ready by scaling up the sampling probability by a factor of 1/α. The actual process of associating each element with a color block that schedules the element can be done by sampling color blocks from the LP solution. Here we have to be careful to cover all elements without sampling too many color blocks. Hence for each color, we define a suitable set of configurations where each configuration corresponds to a set of color blocks that cover each element only once, and sample a configuration.
To prove Lemma 2.2, we first formally describe our sampling method. We will sample a collection of color blocks for each color c such that each element of color c appears exactly once in a color block sampled, and the total expected number of color blocks sampled is at most the optimal LP cost, Cost LP . We will repeat this 1/α times; for simplicity, assume that 1/α is an integer, but we can extend this to any 0 < α < 1. We will call this α-sampling. We can implement α-sampling as follows. Consider any fixed color c. We first need to pack color blocks of c into a rectangle R c which gives a nice representation of the entire set of color blocks of c scheduled by the LP. We create a rectangle R c with width n c and height 1 where n c is the total number of elements of color c. The rectangle R c is slotted into units, 1, 2, 3, ..., j, ..., n c , horizontally. Each slot is mapped to a unique element of color c based on arrival times of elements of color c. Let e 1 , e 2 , ..., e nc denote the elements of color c in increasing order of their arrival times, and the jth slot is mapped to an element e j . See Figure 1 for a visualization of this. We pack rectangle R c with color blocks b of color c chosen by the LP. We say that block b has height x b and width z b which is equal to the number of elements scheduled in block b. At each time we consider the earliest slot j which is not full. Knowing that each element e j is scheduled exactly by one unit in LP (constraints (2.3)), we know that there exist color blocks B j of color c starting with e j that were not used yet for packing R c of total height exactly equal to the total height of empty area of the slot j. We fill this empty slot area with block B j . A block can be used only once. Here a block can be split into several identical blocks possibly different heights while preserving the total height. By an easy induction, we can show that we can fill R c fully with the color blocks of color c in LP, in polynomial time.
Let α c denote a value that is chosen from [0, 1] uniformly at random. Consider a horizontal ray that is off from the bottom of the rectangle R c by α c , and we add to Bag c each color block packed in R c that intersects the ray. We add all color blocks in c Bag c to B. We repeat this entire process 1/α times. Proof. Note that each color block b is sampled with probability x b in each iteration of α-sampling. Since it is repeated 1/α times, the proposition follows.
Note that each element e i appears in exactly 1/α color blocks in Bag. Let t α i denote the earliest time when e i is scheduled by any of blocks in Bag. Then we observe the following property which will be very useful for our analysis. Proof. Observe that in each random process, the probability that element e i is scheduled by time t in a color block sampled is exactlyȳ i,t . This is because the total height of the color blocks in LP that schedule e i by time t is exactlyȳ i,t due to Constraint (2.1). Furthermore, each of those blocks is sampled with probability of its height since all those blocks intersect the slot in R c(ei) corresponding to the element, and do not properly intersect with each other (but can touch). Since we repeat α-sampling 1/α times independently, we know that Pr[t
Finally, we can extend this sampling to work for arbitrary 0 < α < 1 using Poisson distribution, removing the assumption that 1/α is an integer. That is, we repeat α-sampling Pois(1/α) times. By a simple calculation, one can show that Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 are still satisfied.
We are now ready to prove Lemma 2. 
Weighted Reordering Buffer
In this section we consider the weighted version of the problem and give an O(log log kγ) approximation algorithm. To do this, we utilize the α-rounding introduced in Section 2 for some α to be fixed later. At any time, once an element in the algorithm's buffer is α-ready, we are going to allow our algorithm to schedule the color corresponding to this element. Then using Lemma 2.2 we will be able to bound the expected cost of these color blocks by the LP's cost. However, there will be points in time where the LP will not have an element to schedule. In these cases, we will have to decide on a color to choose. We will choose these other colors in a intricate manner that will allow us to charge to the LP. The high level idea is to do colors in a way that the LP accumulates elements that we already scheduled. Thus, we call our algorithm Accumulate.
Algorithm and Analysis Overview and Intuition
Our algorithm specifies which color to switch to once it runs out of elements for the current color it is outputting. The algorithm consists of several rules depending on current state of the LP and the algorithm's buffer. Before we formally describe our algorithm, we first give some intuition on how we designed our algorithm that is an O(log log kγ)-approximation. The full description of our algorithm will be presented in Section 3.2, and the pseudocode will be given in Appendix B. Missing proofs will be given Section 3.3. We begin with discussing three 'simple' rules (i), (ii) and (iii) that are of similar spirit. Rule i: The first rule (i) is to output a color c at time t when there is an element e i in the algorithm's buffer for the color c which has been processed by the LP by more than a constant factor. Intuitively, we can charge the cost of this c-color block to Cost LP since LP also has accumulated substantial cost for the element e i . Essentially, between each time we output color c due to this case, the LP must accumulate cost w c because it completes an element for color c by . This is similar to an idea used in [2] . For this case we appeal to Lemma 2.1, which we use to show the following lemma. LEMMA 3.1. Let Cost A,1 be the total cost incurred when the algorithm switches to color c according to Rule (i). That is there is an element e i ∈ B(t) for color c that is completed by by LP at time t. Then it follows that
Rule ii: The second rule (ii) is to output a color c at time t when it is α-ready. Here we say that a color c is α-ready when there is an element of the color that is α-ready at the time. In this case the algorithm can safely output color c in this case because Lemma 2.2 shows that the expected cost is Rule iii: The last rule (iii) of simpler cases it to output a color c when a constant fraction of the algorithm's buffer is occupied by elements for color c. Intuitively, in this case the algorithm can output the same color at most a constant number of times before the LP must output this color. This is because the LP also must output color c before its buffer overflows.
LEMMA 3.3. Let Cost A,3 be the total cost accumulated by the algorithm when the algorithm switches colors because of
We now discuss more involved rules (iv), (v) and (vi) in the algorithm. Note that these rules can be applied only when all the previous rules cannot be applied. Rule iv: Here we keep an indicator variable φ c for each color c, and if φ c is 0 for colors, the following operation is performed and some of the colors' indicator variables are set to one. We will only output a color if its indicator variable is 0, so that it is safe to charge to the LP. Now, in this case instead of outputting a single color, we will set many colors which are safe to output. We will 'mark' a set of colors which are now safe to do. Once we output the color, we unmark it. To decide which colors to mark, we geometrically group colors in the buffer based on their weight and the number of elements in the buffer for the color. There will be at most log kγ groups. Then we find the group with the largest number of elements for the colors in the group, which will be most effective for emptying the buffer as much as possible. We mark all colors in this group, but we do not set all indicator variables. Rather, we sort the colors roughly based on the next time the LP will output these colors by a constant amount. We then set the indicator variables for essentially only for the first half of the colors in this group. Since we geometrically grouped colors by the number of elements and weight, we can show the weight of the colors whose corresponding indicator variables were set to one can be used to pay for all colors in the group. At the same time, we can also show that the colors whose indicator variables are set to one, as well as the other colors in the group, contain a constant fraction of the the total number of elements in the group. Finally there are at most log kγ groups, and we marked the group with the most number of elements, so there are Ω(k/ log kγ) elements in the group. Since we only allow these colors to be output if their indicator variable was originally 0 and they are only reset once the LP accumulates some cost for the corresponding colors, we will be able to show the following lemma. The reason we only increase the indicator variables for the first half of the colors is the following. Whenever, there is any color c such that φ c is non-zero and there are no colors left which are marked, there are at least Ω(k/ log kγ) elements in the LP's buffer that are not in the algorithm's buffer. To see that this is the case fix some time t where this holds and let t be the time last time φ c was set to be non-zero. At time t the colors in the group were sorted by when the LP processes the colors next after t . The indicator variables were only increased for the colors which the LP will output the soonest. Further, by construction there are Ω(k/ log kγ) elements in the group whose indicator variables were not increased, the LP must not have processed these elements by a constant factor by time t (otherwise, at time t the algorithm would have processed the color which has an element processed a lot by the LP) and since we marked all colors in the group, the algorithm must have already scheduled these elements by time t. Thus, all the elements in the algorithm's buffer at time t for colors which were marked but whose indicator variables were not increased must be in the LP's buffer at time t.
The LP can partially process some elements, but essentially what the previous step ensures is that there are Ω(k/ log kγ) elements in the LP's buffer, that are not in the algorithm's buffer, processed by at most a small constant. This implies that when we see φ c is non-zero for some c, no element is processed by more than a small constant in the algorithms buffer and there are no colors left which are marked this implies that the LP must have done an Ω(k/ log kγ) volume of processing on the elements in the algorithm's buffer. This is because the LP has all the elements in the algorithm's buffer plus the Ω(k/ log kγ) elements extra elements all at most scheduled by a small constant factor and the LP's buffer can hold a total volume of at most k. The remaining two rules depend on whether these extra elements consist of many colors or not.
Rule v: We now discuss Rule (v). We only perform this case when there is a color whose indicator variable is set. The above argument shows that this implies that the LP must have processed elements in the algorithm's buffer by a substantial amount in total, Ω(k/ log kγ). For this case we assume that most of this processing is done on colors which the algorithm has a small number of elements for. Specifically, less than k/ log 3 kγ elements. Now we know the LP has concentrated a lot of work on a small number of elements. Knowing this, we will be able to show that although each element e(c) has been processed in the LP for just a small amount, the α-sampling will make at least one element α-ready with probability at least 1 − 1/k 2 . This crucially relies on the assumption that the LP did a large amount of work on colors that have a small number of elements. If the bad event occurs, the algorithm will choose some element to output. We will show that even if the bad event occurs, the algorithm will only output an element for color c a total O(k) times before the LP accumulates cost Ω(w c ) for the color. In expectation, we can charge the cost the algorithm accumulates in this case to the LP. We will show the following lemma. LEMMA 3.5. Fix any color c. Let Cost A,5,c be the total cost the algorithm accumulates due to switching to color c because of
Rule vi: In the final case, the LP puts the Ω(k/ log kγ) total processing into elements which the algorithm has a lot of elements for. Specifically, more than Ω(k/ log 3 kγ). In this case, we can show that for at least one of these colors the total number of elements in the algorithm's buffer for the color is within a constant factor of the total number of elements the LP has for the color. This argument is technical and depends on the specific state of the LP's buffer. In this case, the algorithm will output such a color. Now we discuss why it is okay for the algorithm to output such a color. Fix any color c If the total number of elements output for color c by the algorithm is within a constant factor of the number of elements the LP has for color c, it can be shown that since the last time the algorithm performed this operation and switched to color c, the total number of elements in the LP's buffer for color c has increased by a constant factor. Say that this factor is 1/4. This holds so long as the LP does not output this color. If the LP does output this color, then the algorithm simply charges the accumulated cost to the LP. Otherwise, knowing that the algorithm always outputs at least Ω(k/ log 3 kγ) elements every time it performs this operation, the total number of elements in the LP's buffer for color c after performing this operation Ω(log log kγ) times for the same color c will be Ω(k/ log 3 kγ)(1 + 1/4) Ω(log log kγ) > k. However, all of these elements will be in the LP's buffer, which will contradict the size of the LP's buffer. Thus, the algorithm will switch to the same color c at most O(log log kγ) times due to Rule (vi) between each time the LP outputs the color by a constant amount. Showing the following lemma will complete our analysis. LEMMA 3.6. Let Cost A,6,c be the total cost generated by the algorithm for color c due to Rule (vi). It is the case that Cost A,6,c ≤ O( log log kγ )Cost LPc .
Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 will imply Theorem 1.1. The actual analysis of each of these cases is more complicated because the LP can partially process elements, start many color blocks which contain the same elements and can merge many elements together which the algorithm does separately. However, this is the high level intuition.
Algorithm
Let be any constant between 0 and 1/100 and α be a constant at most . We will later set = 1/100 and α = . For each color c define the following times inductively. Let t c,1 be the first time the LP accumulates cost w c for color c. That is, there exists a set of color blocks for color c of height at least which start at time t c,1 or earlier. Assuming t c,i−1 is defined, let t c,i be the earliest time that the LP accumulates cost w c for color c since time t c,i−1 . That is, during (t c,i−1 , t c,i ] there exists a set of color blocks for color c of total height at least that start during (t c,i−1 , t c,i ] . Let T c be the set of such times for color c.
We now define our algorithm. First the algorithm performs the α-rounding in Section 2. For each color c, we have an indicator variable φ c . Initially the indicator variables are set to 0. When the algorithm outputs a color at certain times, it will increment these variables. When any time in T c passes, the variables φ c are reset to 0. At any time if the algorithm find elements in the buffer of color that is the same as the current color being output, then the algorithm outputs the earlier arriving element among those. The following algorithm is used whenever the algorithm needs to change colors. Let B(t) denote (the set of elements in) the algorithm's buffer at time t. Let n A c (t) denote the number of elements for color c in B(t). Let n O c (t) be the number of elements in the LP at time t for color c that have been processed by at most 1/2+ . Let G j (t) contain the elements e i ∈ B(t) where
Here we only need consider j ∈ [log( wmax γn ) − 1, log w max + 1] where w max denotes the maximum weight that an element can have. Let M (t) denote a set of marked colors at time t. This set is initially empty. A color that is marked, is a color the algorithm is free to schedule. Now we will also be concerned with elements in the algorithm's buffer which are not being currently scheduled by the LP by more than a constant factor. Let c * (t) be the color (if it exists) which the LP has a set of color blocks for, that intersect time t, and whose total height is more than 1/2. Note that there can be at most one such color at any time by constraint (2.2) in the LP. We define B(t) to be all elements in the algorithm's queue excluding those for color c * (t). Let G j (t) contain the elements e i ∈ B(t) where
The algorithm is formally described as follows. The pseudocode of the algorithm can be found in Appendix B.
Algorithm: Accumulate(t).
The algorithm prioritizes Rules (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v) and (vi) in this ordering. That is, whenever the algorithm outputs a color, it starts from the beginning and performs the first rule that is applicable. The algorithm is used to make a decision at any time t where there is no element in the buffer which is the same color as the last element output. Rule (i) if there is an element e i whereȳ i,t ≥ output color c(e i ). Rule (ii) if there is an element e i that is α-ready, output color c(e i ). Rule (iii) if there is a color c where n A c (t) ≥ k/10, output color c. These are the simple cases. Now we describe the more complicated cases. Each color c has a indicator φ c variable initially set to 0. We also maintain a set M (t) of colors which is initially empty. Colors in this set we called marked. If we come to a time step where the previous rules do not apply, M (t) = ∅ and φ c = 0 for all colors then we do the following. Let S be the colors for elements in G j * (t) where j * = argmax j |G j * (t)|. Now we sort the colors in S based on when the LP will do them next. That is, we sort them c 1 , c 2 , . . . c |S| so that t c l ≤ t c l+1 for all l. Now we find the index of the color which roughly divides the elements corresponding to these colors into two equal sized sets. That is we find the index j where
We now set the indicator variables for the first half of the colors. That is we set φ ca = 1 for all A ≤ j . We finally added all colors in S to M (t). Recall that we reset φ c to 0 if a time in T c passes.
is non-empty output a color c ∈ M (t) and remove c from M (t). Now for the final two cases. These cases are only applicable if M (t) = ∅, but φ c = 0 for some color c. Let C s (t) contain the colors which there are not too many elements in the algorithm's buffer for; that is, the colors where 0 < n A c (t) ≤ k/ log 3 kγ. Let C b (t) be the other colors in B(t). Let E O (t) := {e i / ∈ B(t) | i ≤ t,ȳ i,t ≤ 1/2 + 2 } be the elements which still require lots of processing by the LP, but are not in B(t).
t).
Note that for this case, it is not obvious such a color must exist, but we will show that this is the case any time the algorithm reaches Rule (vi). This completes the algorithm descriptions.
Analysis
c,i be the earliest time in T c after t c,i−1 and if no time exists set t c,i = ∞ . We will show that the algorithm cannot output a color 51 times during [t c,i−1 , t c,i ) due to Rule (iii). If this holds for all i this will imply the lemma. This is because between two times in T c the LP accumulates cost at least w c for color c and if t c,i = ∞ we can charge to the total cost the LP accumulates for color c. For the sake of contradiction, say that a color c is output 50 times by Rule (iii) between t c,i−1 and t c,i . Let t j and t j+1 be any two times in [t c,i−1 , t c,i ) where the algorithm switches to color c by Rule (iii). Let t j and t j+1 be the time the color blocks started by the algorithm at times t j and t j+1 end, respectively. Notice that there are at least k/10 elements for color c that arrive in the time interval [t j , t j+1 ) and are not scheduled by the algorithm until time t j+1 . Since the algorithm outputs color c 51 by Rule (v), we deduce that at least 5k elements for color c arrive during [t c,i−1 , t c,i ).
We claim that there must exist a set of color blocks, I, in the LP of total height greater than 1/2, which start before time t c,i−1 , such that each of them contains all but at most (2 + 10 )k elements for color c that arrive during [t c,i−1 , t c,i ). Otherwise each of the last (2 + 10 )k elements of color c arriving during [t c,i−1 , t c,i ) is processed by at most half by color blocks starting before time t c,i−1 . Further, it can be processed by at most by color blocks starting after the same time t c,i−1 since in the LP the total height of all the color blocks for color c beginning during [t c,i−1 , t c,i ) can be at most by definition of times in T c . Hence LP will have a volume of at at least (2 + 10 )k/2 − (2 + 10 )k = (1−2 )(1+5 )k left for color c at time t c,i . Since ≤ 1/100, this contradicts constraint (2.2) in the LP.
However, from the above we also know that between two times t j and t j+1 where the algorithm starts a c color block by Rule (iii) in the time interval [t c,i−1 , t c,i ), it is the case that the algorithm outputs k/10 elements of colors different from c while accumulating no smaller than k/10 elements of color c. The intervals in I which intersect t j+1 must span over these times. This implies that each color block in I processes at least 5k − (2 + 10 )k elements for color c after time t c,i−1 which also arrive before this time. This can be deduced from the fact that LP has "long" while the algorithm has 50 color c blocks of length at least k/10 separated by at least k/10 element of other colors -such gaps must be bridged by elements arriving before t c,i−1 .
Since each color block in I starts before time t c,i−1 and the total height of the color blocks in I is at least 1/2, the LP must have a total volume of at least (5k − (2 + 10 )k)/2 for elements of color c at time t c,i−1 by Proposition 2.1. Since ≤ 1/100, this is greater than k and this is a contradiction to constraint (2.2) in the LP.
2 Now we bound the cost of Rule (iv). In this case, our goal is to show that the colors whose indicator variables are set to one can be used to pay for all of the elements we mark. We note that this is similar to an idea used in [2] . Proof of [Lemma 3.4] Consider a time t where colors are marked. Notice that a color can only become marked if φ c = 0 for all colors corresponding to elements in B(t). Now the indicator variable φ c = 0 is only increased for some colors corresponding to elements in B(t). Let S be the set of colors that are marked at time t and S ⊆ S be the set of colors c whose indicator variables φ c are set to 1 at time t. We first argue that 4 c∈S w c ≥ c∈S w c . Indeed, by definition of the algorithm, there is a j * such that for any color c ∈ S it is that case that 2
Thus we have that 4 c∈S w c ≥ c∈S w c . Now we set each indicator variable φ c to be 1 for every color c in S . A indicator variable φ 4 is only reset to 0 if a time point in T c is passed. We know that between two consecutive times in T c the LP accumulates w c cost due to processing color c. We charge 4 c∈S w c ≥ c∈S w c to these points. If no time in T c ever passes again, then we charge to the total cost the LP accumulates for color c, which proves the lemma.
2 Now we bound the cost of the more sophisticated operations performed by the algorithm, rules (v) and (vi). Before we bound the cost of these operations, our goal is to show a structural property of the LP's buffer at times these operations are performed. The property we want to show is that the LP has a lot of elements, not processed by at least constant factor, which are not in the algorithm's buffer. This will be useful to bound the amount the LP must have processed the elements which are in the algorithm's buffer when these operations are performed. Recall that E O (t) is the set of elements not processed by 1/2 − 2 in the LP's buffer at time t which are not in B(t).
LEMMA 3.7. Consider any time t where φ c (t) > 0 for some color c , and c(e i ) is not marked for any e i ∈ B(t).
8 log kγ . Further, for any color, either in C b (t) or C s (t), the elements for the color are processed by at least |E O (t)|/4 in total.
Proof. Consider any time t and color c as described in the lemma. Our goal is to show that there are at least 3k 8 log kγ elements in the LP's buffer at time t, that are not in the algorithm's buffer at time t, that are not processed by more than 2 + 1/2. Let t be the last time no later than time t where φ c was set to be non-zero. At time t , we marked all colors in G j * (t ) for some j * . Let S be the set of colors that were marked at time t and let S ⊆ S be the set of colors c whose indicator variables φ c where set to be positive at time t . Let t c be the earliest time after t in T c . Let c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c |S| be the ordering of the colors in S such that t c l ≤ t c l+1 . Say c has index i * in this ordering. We know that since the indicator variable φ c has not been reset by time t that t c l > t for all l ≥ i * . Further, we know that
4 log kγ because there are at most log kγ groups, there are k elements in the buffer, at most k/10 elements are for color c * (t ) since we set φ c to be non-zero at time t and we mark the group with the maximum number of elements. By definition of the algorithm, we know that
8 log kγ . However, knowing that t ci > t for all i ≥ i * , the LP has not processed any element in B(t ) by at time t and no element in B(t ) has a color block of height greater than 1/2 intersecting time t in the LP, it must be the case that every element for a color c i in B(t ) is completed by at most 2 + 1/2 by the LP by time t. Thus, the LP has at least 3k 8 log kγ elements that are not in the algorithm's buffer at time t, that are not processed by more than 2 + 1/2.
Finally, we know that the LP can have a total volume of at most k in its buffer at time t by constraint (2.2) in the LP. Thus, the LP must process the elements in B(t) by at least (1/2 − 2 )|E O (t)|. Knowing that ≤ 1/100 this implies that elements in B(t) either for colors in C b (t) or C s (t) are processed by at least |E O (t)|/4. 2 Now our goal is to bound the cost the algorithm accumulates due to Rule (v). In this case we will show that Rule (v) happens with small probability at certain moments in time.
To do this, we begin by showing the following lemma which bounds the number of elements that should be available to schedule due to the randomized rounding. LEMMA 3.8. Fix a color c, a time t and a set S of elements such that the following conditions hold
• For all colors c , the total number of elements in S for color c is at most k/ log 3 kγ, i.e. |{e i ∈ S | c(e i ) = c }| ≤ k/ log 3 kγ.
• ei∈Sȳ i,t ≥ η/8 for some η ≥ k 8 log kγ . Then it is the case that at time t there are at least 2η elements in S which are α ready by time t with probability at least 1 − 1/k 2 for all k greater than a sufficiently large constant.
Proof. We use a concentration inequality stated in Theorem A.1 in Appendix A. Let N c be the number of elements of color c which are α ready by time t. We would like to show that Pr
For notational simplicity, let µ := E[ c∈S N c ]. Note that N c ≤ k/ log 3 kγ. Further we know that µ ≥ 1 16 η by Lemma 2.2. This is because our α-rounding makes an element e i ready for schedule by time t with a probability of at least (1/(2 ))v i where v i denotes the volume of work that the LP does on the element e i by time t. Note that we required α ≤ .
We are now ready to prove the lemma.
[By Theorem A.1]
The last inequality holds for any k greater than a sufficiently large constant. 2
The goal of the next lemma is to show how often the algorithm could possibly switch to a color before the LP accumulates as least some small cost for this color. Later, this will give us an upper bound on how many times the algorithm switches to a color due to Rule (v). LEMMA 3.9. Fix any color c. Let t 1 ∈ T c and t 2 be the first time in T c after t 1 . If no time exists set t 2 = ∞. The total number of times the algorithm can switch to color c during
Proof. Indeed, for the sake of contradiction say that the algorithm switches to color c at 6k + 2 distinct times during [t 1 , t 2 ). Let E be the set of times during [t 1 , t 2 ) where the algorithm switches to color c. Let t be the second time the algorithm switches to color c at a time during [t 1 , t 2 ) and t be the second to last time the algorithm switches to color c at a time during [t 1 , t 2 ). At least 6k elements for color c are output by the algorithm during [t , t ] since the algorithm switches to color c at least 6k times after t but before t . Further these elements must arrive after t 1 , since they were not output the first time the algorithm switched to color c after t 1 .
We now consider two cases. In the first case assume that the LP does not have a set of color blocks intersecting t and 3k times in E of total height at least 1/2 for color c. By definition of t 1 and t 2 it is the case that the LP does not accumulate cost w c for color c between t 1 and t 2 − 1 for color blocks starting between t 1 and t 2 −1. Thus, at any time before t 2 and after time t there are 3k elements for color c in the LP's buffer processed by at most 1/2 + which the algorithm has already output. However, the LP has a total volume greater than 3k(1/2 − ) > k in its buffer at time t since ≤ 1/100. This contradicts the constraint (2.2) in the LP.
For the second case, assume that the LP has a set of color blocks I intersecting t and 3k times in E during [t , t ] of total height at least 1/2 for color c. We know that the algorithm always outputs an element if its color is the same as the current color and, therefore, there are 3k times during [t , t ] that intersect every color block in I where the algorithm is outputting an element that is not of color c. This implies that every color block in I processes 3k elements for color c after time t which arrive before time t . Knowing that the total height of the color blocks in I is at least 1/2, this and Proposition 2.1 implies that the LP has total volume of at least 3 2 k of elements for color c at time t . This is a contradiction to constraint (2.2) in the LP.
2
Finally, we are ready to bound the cost the algorithm accumulates due to Rule (v). The high level idea is that Rule (v) happens with low probability and therefore there is a color which the algorithm can output such that the expected cost charged to the LP is small. Proof of [ Lemma 3.5] Consider any time t 1 ∈ T c and the time t 2 such that t 2 is the earliest time in T c after t 1 . If no such time exists, then t 2 = ∞. To prove the lemma we will show that the expected number of times the algorithm outputs color c during [t 1 , t 2 ) is at most O(1). Before we give the formal proof, we give a roadmap for the proof. Fix color c. We first define a set X of time steps during [t 1 , t 2 ) where the algorithm can possibly switch to color c due to Rule (v) . The definition of X will rely on the LP solution with no dependency of the algorithm's decision, and hence X is a deterministic set. Then we further refine X into at most O(log k) disjoint subsets {X l } such that at all time steps in X l the algorithm has at least one element in B(t) to schedule following Rule (i), (ii), (iii), or (iv) if a good event Good l occurs.
We then move to proving Pr[Good l ] ≥ 1 − 1/k 2 . This is where we use the precondition of Rule (v). At this point, we can show that the algorithm has processed a certain set of elements of many distinct colors substantially in total. Then with high probability, the α sampling will make some elements α-ready. However, this may not be sufficient since the algorithm might have already scheduled all those elements at some point in X l . Hence we will try to find "enough" α-ready elements such that the algorithm cannot help but include at least one element in its buffer at all times in X l . This is done via a careful argument about the volume of several sets of elements we handle. This is also where we appeal to Lemma 3.8. The volume argument requires some carefully chosen conditions in Lemma 3.8 together with definition of X l .
We now give a formal proof. For a color c , let t c (t) denote the earliest time in T c after time t. If no such time exists then t c (t) = ∞. Define X to be the set of times t during [t 1 , t 2 ) such that • (1) |{e i |ȳ i,t ≤ }| ≥ k, and • (2) η t := |{e i |ȳ i,t ≤ 1/2 + 2 }| ≥ k + k 8 log kγ , and • (3) there exists a set of D (can be different for each t) of at most k elements such that • (3-a) for all e i ∈ D,ȳ i,t ≤ , and • (3-b) for all e i ∈ D, t c(ei) (t) ≥ t 2 , and
, and
Note that X is a deterministic set depending solely on the LP solution. Before proving X includes all time steps we need to consider, we explain the conditions of X in words to help the reader have a feel. At the current time t when Rule (v) is considered, we would like to find a subset D of elements some of which will likely to become α-ready. To apply α sampling, recall that we require that the element has been processed by at most (Condition (3-a) ). Also to apply α sampling effectively, we need that LP has processed elements in D a lot (Condition (3-d) ). Since each color has not many elements in D (Condition (3-c) ), this will imply that D consists of many colors. Since α-sampling uses an independent random value α c for each color, this will help argue that there must exist some α-ready elements by Lemma 3.8. The Condition (3-b) says that all elements in D are processed by LP by before time t 2 . This condition will be useful to show Rule (v) is applied at no time in X if a "good" event occurs. The Conditions (1) and (2) will be useful in the volume argument that will lead to the conclusion that some of the α-ready elements we found must exist in the algorithm's buffer at many time steps. More details will be given as we proceed with the analysis. CLAIM 3.10. If the algorithm switches to color c at time t ∈ [t 1 , t 2 ), then it must be the case that t ∈ X.
Proof. Suppose the condition stated in the lemma is satisfied. The first condition in the definition of X is satisfied since for all elements e i ∈ B(t),ȳ i,t ≤ -this is because otherwise Rule (i) would be applied. By considering element e i withȳ i,t ≤ 1/2 + 2 depending on whether e i ∈ B(t) or not, it follows that
8 log kγ ; the last inequality is due to Lemma 3.7. Hence the second condition holds true. To see the remaining conditions hold, set D := C s (t) ∩ B(t). By definition of C s (t), it follows that for all e i ∈ C s (t), t c(ei) (t) ≥ t 2 . This is because the algorithm chose to schedule c over all other colors, in particular c(e i ). Also we know that for all c ,
from definition of C s (t). Finally, the last condition follows from the condition of Rule (v), and the fact that
Now we define X l by partitioning X into disjoint subsets X l of X such that (1 + 1/2) l−1 ≤ η t − k < (1 + 1/2) l . Observe that l = O(log k) since there are η t elements e i withȳ i,t ≤ 1/2 + 2 , and therefore η t (1/2 − 2 ) ≤ k due to constraint (2.2). This in turn implies that
1/2−2 · k ≤ 2k since ≤ 1/100. Also we know that l ≥ 1 from Condition (2). Now consider a fixed set X i and let t be the first time in X i . Define Good l be the event where there is a subset D ⊆ D of 2(η − k) elements e i that are α-ready by time t. Note that since D is a subset of D, it inherits all conditions (3-a), (3-b) , and (3-c).
Proof. The claim immediately follows by applying Lemma 3.8 with set S := D stated in Condition (3).
We now argue the usefulness of partitioning time steps in X into X l with respect to the event Good l . CLAIM 3.12. Suppose the event Good l occurs. Then at all time steps t in X l , there must exist an element e i that is ready for schedule by Rules (i) or (ii), i.e.ȳ i,t ≥ or e i is α-ready by time t .
Proof. Consider any time t ∈ X l . Since Good l occurs, there exists a set D of elements as described above. From definition of D and X l , note that |D | ≥ 2(η t − k), and (η t − k) ≤ (1 + 1/2)(η t − k). Let D c * be the elements in D for a fixed color c * (t) which have a set of color blocks intersecting time t with height greater than 1/2. We know that there are at most k/ log 3 kγ elements in D c * and there can at most one color c * (t) with a set of of color blocks in the LP intersecting time t with total height greater than 1/2 by constraint (2.2). Due to Condition (3-b), we know that for all e i ∈ D \ D c * ,ȳ i,t ≤ 2 + 1/2, therefore the elements in
where the first and second inequalities follow from Condition (3-c) and (2), respectively, and the second to last inequality holds when k is greater than a sufficiently big constant.
To recap, we have shown that D \ D c * ⊆ {e i |ȳ i,t ≤ 1/2 + 2 } and that |D \ D c * | > η t − k. Also we know that η t := {e i |ȳ i,t ≤ 1/2 + 2 } and that B(t ) ⊆ {e i |ȳ i,t ≤ 1/2 + 2 }. Hence it must be the case that
This completes the proof. Now we are ready to complete our proof. We have shown that if l Good l occurs, then Rule (v) is not per-
2 ) = O(1/k) by a simple union bound. By Lemma 3.9 the most number of times the algorithm can switch to color c during [t 1 , t 2 ) is O(k). Hence the expected number of times the algorithm switches to color c for times in X due to Rule (v) is at most O(k) · O(1/k) = O(1), which implies the lemma. 2
Finally we focus on the last case, bounding the the algorithm's cost incurred due to Rule (vi). The following lemma shows that the algorithm always has a color to schedule at each time. That is the conditions of Rule (vi) are satisfied if the algorithm cannot use rules (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) or (v). 
To show the lemma, it suffices to show |T
. By Lemma 3.7 and due to prerequisite condition of Rule 6, at time t the LP must have processed elements in B(t) for colors in C b (t) by at least
O (t)| since ≤ 1/100 and no element in B(t) has been processed by LP by more than . Thus |T
Finally we bound the cost due to Rule (vi) which will complete the proof for the weighted case. Proof of [Lemma 3.6] Let E be the set of times the algorithm switches to color c according to Rule (vi) as described in the lemma. At any time t ∈ E, it is the case that n . Let t 1 be a time in T c and t 2 be the earliest time in T c after t 1 . If t 2 does not exists, set t 2 = ∞. We will show that the algorithm can only switch to color c O(log log kγ) times during [t 1 , t 2 ]. Knowing that the LP accumulates cost w c for color c during (t 1 , t 2 ] if t 1 and t 2 are in T c we can charge this cost to the cost LP accumulates for color c during (t 1 , t 2 ]. If t 2 = ∞ we charge to the total cost the LP accumulates for color blocks corresponding to color c.
For the sake of contradiction, suppose that there are at least 40 log log(kγ) + 4 times in E during [t 1 , t 2 ]. We break the analysis into two cases. For the first case assume that there are at most 20 log log(kγ) + 2 time steps in E during [t 1 , t 2 ] where the LP has a set of color blocks for color c of total height greater than 1/2 that all intersect time t 1 . Let t 1 be the first time in E during [t 1 , t 2 ] when there is not a set of color blocks for color c of total height greater than 1/2 that intersect t 1 . There are at least 20 log log(kγ) + 2 time steps in E during [t 1 , t 2 ] where there is not a set of color blocks for color c of total height greater than 1/2 in the LP since the LP can start color blocks for color c of total height at most height during [t 1 , t 2 ].
Let t 1 be the second time the algorithm starts a color block for c at a time in E during [t 1 , t 2 ]. Any element for color c output by the algorithm during [t 1 , t 2 ] arrives after time t 1 . Further, by definition of t 1 , for any of these elements e i it is the case thatȳ i,t2 ≤ 1/2 + . Let n O c (t) be the elements e i withȳ i,t2 ≤ 1/2 + which arrive after time t 1 for color c. Note that this implies that n
The
This implies that at time t 2 the LP has
20 log log(kγ) ≥ 3k elements for color c processed by at most 1/2 + . However, then the LP has a total volume of at least 3k(1/2 − ) > k at time t 2 unprocessed, a contradiction to constraint (2.2) since < 1/100.
For the second case, assume that there are at least 20 log log(kγ) + 2 time steps in E where the the LP has a set of color blocks for color c of total height greater than 1/2 that each intersect time t 1 . Let S be a set of such color blocks of non-zero height in the LP solution. Let t 2 be the third to last time in E during [t 1 , t 2 ] where all of these color blocks intersect. Let b i be a color block from this set, which processes element e i at time t 1 and i is as large as possible. Notice that since b i contains two times in E after t 2 it is the case that at any time t in E during [t 1 , t 2 ] b i has not processed any element that the algorithm has in its buffer for color c. Otherwise, b i could not extend until the second in E after t 2 . We know that all the color blocks in S will eventually process all elements for color c which are in B(t) for t ∈ [t 1 , t 2 ] because the color blocks the LP is allowed to use are assumed to be maximal. Further, every element that b i will process, which it has not by time t, will be processed by every color block in S after t by definition of b i . We also know that since each element can be processed by at most 1 in the LP by constraint (2.2) and the total height of all color blocks in S is at least 1/2, this implies that all elements b i will process after time t during [t 1 , t 2 ] have not been processed by 1/2 in the LP solution at time t. Thus, every element which b i will process after time t during [t 1 , t 2 ] contributes to n O c (t). Let t be a time in E during [t 1 , t 2 ] and t be the earliest time in E after t . We know that the color block b i must not have processed any element in B(t ) for color c at time t . Further we know for the algorithm to have n A c (t ) elements for color c at time t , it must be the case that during (t , t ] the algorithm is outputting at least n A c (t ) which are not of color c, which implies that there are n A c (t ) elements for color c that arrive before t and b i have not processed by time t . As observed before, this implies that there exist n A (t ) + n A (t ) elements for color c such that LP has processed by at most half by time t . Hence we derive n O c (t ) ≥ n A (t ) + n A (t ). We also know that
. Knowing that at time t 2 the algorithm outputs k/ log 3 kγ elements for color c, this implies that at time t 1 the algorithm has at least k log 3 kγ (3/2) 20 log log(kγ) ≥ 3k elements for color c in B(t 1 ). This contradicts the size of the algorithm's buffer. 2
Unweighted Reordering Buffer
In this section we study the unweighted version of the Reordering Buffer Management problem, i.e. w c = 1 for all c ∈ C. We use the same linear programing we used for the weighted case (see Section 2), hence the objective will be simply to minimize b∈B x b . However, we strengthen the LP via knapsack covering inequalities. It will allow us to view the Buffer Management Problem as a covering problem and enable our improved analysis. We first explain the extra constraints we add, and give a high-level overview of our algorithm and analysis. Our algorithm and analysis build on an understanding of a procedure that fills some "holes" random sampling leaves, which may be of independent interest; see Section 4.2. We first show how we strengthen LP and give a high-level overview of our algorithm. We will then presents our algorithm and analysis.
Linear Programming
The linear programming LP is strengthened by the following constraints.
The notation E b,≤t denotes the elements that are scheduled by block b by time t. What the constraints imply is the following: Consider any integer solution {x b }, b ∈ B. For a while consider the case where B = ∅. We know that t − k elements are scheduled by time t. Hence without using any set E of elements, we should be able to find at least t − k − |E | elements that are scheduled by time t. Now suppose B = ∅. The left-hand-side is non-negative while the right-hand-side is non-positive, hence the constraints are satisfied. As before, we relax x b ∈ {0, 1} into 0 ≤ x b ≤ 1. These constraints are essentially knapsack covering inequalities which have been shown to be useful for a variety of covering problems. For example, see [12, 8] . However, the number of these constraints can be exponential in the size of the number of elements, hence in order to solve LP in polynomial time we will give a separation oracle. Separation Oracle: The total number of constraints, besides those in (4.8) , is at most a polynomial in n. Hence to solve the LP in polynomial time, we need a separation oracle only for constraints (4.8) . Unfortunately, we do not have a separation oracle for constraints (4.8) . However, we do not need an "exact" separation oracle since we will need to satisfy constraints (4.8) only for a specific set E (which can vary depending on x b for a fixed time).
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that we are given 0 ≤ x b ≤ 1 that satisfy all constraints in LP possibly except some in (4.8). Then consider any t ∈ [k+1, k+n], and let E = {e i |ȳ i,t ≥ ρ, i ≤ t } for any time t and some constant 0 < ρ ≤ 1. Then if there exists a violated constraint for some B in (4.8) we can find it in polynomial time.
Proof. Fix time t and t . Since E is fixed we only need to consider arbitrary B ⊆ B. Note that |E b,≤t \ E | and t − k − |E | are now fixed. By rearranging terms, we have
which is equivalent to (4.8) . Note that the left-hand-side is fixed. Hence if there exists any violated constraint in (4.8), the constraint for B that maximizes the right hand side must be a violated one. Also it is easy to see that the right-hand-side is maximized when b ∈ B if and only if (|E b,≤t \ E |) − (t − k − |E |) ≥ 0. If the right-hand-side is greater than the left-hand-side for such B , we have found a violated constraint. Otherwise, there is no violated constraint in (4.8) for time t.
Using this separation oracle, we can find a solution to LP that is good enough for our purpose. • x * b is no greater than Cost LP , the cost of the optimal solution to LP.
• For any t, t and E := {e i |ȳ i,t ≥ ρ, i ≤ t }, all constraints (4.8) are satisfied.
• All other constraints in LP are satisfied.
Overview of Algorithm and Analysis
As mentioned before, our algorithm crucially relies on viewing the Buffer Management Problem as a covering problem. To have a feel of what we mean by a covering problem, suppose we have a pool Pool of color blocks where each element appears in at least one color block in Pool. Then we can associate each element e i with the earliest time step when e i is scheduled in a color block in Pool. Say that element e i is ready (to be scheduled) at time t if it is associated with the time step t or earlier. We observe that if there is always an element ready for schedule in our buffer (or equivalently that we haven't scheduled) then the cost of the schedule is at most the number of color blocks in Pool. This is because when we schedule an element e i ready for schedule, we know that there is a block in Pool that schedules e i , so it must be case that we schedule all elements (not scheduled yet) in b with element e i . Hence to have a low cost schedule, it is essential to construct a set of color blocks Pool that has a small number (cost) of color blocks, and that covers all time steps by 'ready-for-schedule' elements. More precisely, for any time t ≥ k + 1, if there are at least t − k ready-for-schedule elements by time t, and the Pool size is small, we will be in good shape. Then how can we construct such a pool? As observed in previous work, one can always schedule an element that has been processed by LP substantially. Intuitively, the resulting blocks can be compared to Cost LP since LP must have processed some elements in such blocks substantially (See Lemma 2.1). However, if LP schedules many colors fractionally, such 'above-threshold' covering will leave some times where there is no element available. We can think of such times as being 'holes'.
Using the α-sampling we already used for the weighted case, the algorithm will likely find elements which are ready for schedule. However, there can be still some uncovered time steps. In this case, roughly speaking, we will try to schedule a color with the most elements in the current buffer. Ideally we would like to bound the number of such color blocks since they did not come from sampling and hence are hard to compare to the LP cost. Our observation is that after the threshold rounding and α-sampling, the number of additional color blocks needed to fill the remaining holes is not many. Here the tricky part is that the elements of the same color behave dependently. Nevertheless, we show the following "Filling the Gap" lemma which may be of potential use for other covering problems. The proof will be presented in Section 4.4.1. LEMMA 4.2. Consider a collection of independent random variables Z l , 1 ≤ l ≤ where Z l can take an integer value in [0, L] for a positive integer L. Let max Z l denote the maximum value that Z l can take. Suppose that l∈ E[Z l ] ≥ ηL for some constant η > 1. Let S denote the minimum subset of indices with highest max Z l such that
Roughly speaking the above lemma says that if the expected number of elements that are ready to be scheduled is large (by more than η factor), then by adding elements of only a constant number of colors in expectation, one can meet the demand.
Our algorithm and analysis look involved, however, the underlying covering view and sampling ideas are fairly intuitive. The large volume of algorithm description and analysis is mostly on combining the above three main ideas, threshold rounding, α-sampling and "Filling-the-Gap." We feel that our algorithm and analysis are fairly different from the previous work on the Buffer Management problem, and could give a more direct view that interprets the problem as a covering problem, thereby making other analysis tools more accessible.
Algorithm
For each element we will define time steps when it becomes available for schedule. Intuitively, the time is when it is scheduled by a color block we sample. More specifically, we will associate each element e i with possibly four different time steps, t , respectively. We say that an element e i is ready for schedule at time t if its ρ, ρ , α, α , β, or σ-time is no greater than t. Once we fix these time steps our algorithm becomes straightforward to describe. As before, once we start a new color, we continue to schedule elements of the same color until we run out of such elements. Also for the same color, we always schedule elements in first-in-first-out order. Scheduling a color means scheduling an element of the color. The ρ-ready elements have the highest priority and the σ-ready elements have the lowest priority.
At each time t, schedule a color of an element in the buffer that is ready at the time t while prioritizing elements e i by ρ, α, ρ , α , β and σ-times as in this order.
We will ensure there is at least one element ready for schedule at any time so that the algorithm never gets stuck. We say that element e i is ρ-ready if t ρ i ≤ t. Similarly we define ρ , α, α , β, σ-ready times. We now describe how to associate each element with these times.
Setting ρ-times, t ρ i : This is the simplest part. For each element e i , we let t ρ i denote the first time t when LP schedules element e i by time t by at least ρ, i.e.ȳ i,t ≥ ρ. The constant 0 < ρ < 1 will be fixed later.
Setting α-times, t α i : We use the α-sampling we introduced in Section 2. This defines t α i time for each element e i . Later, α will be set to be equal to ρ.
We now explain how to set β and σ-times, and also ρ and α -times. We will define phases by partitioning the time horizon. We note that an element may have a different β, σ, ρ , α for each phase. However, for notational simplicity, we will mostly drop the notation denoting the phase. Also our analysis will focus on each phase separately.
Setting β, σ-times, t β i , t σ i : Partition the time horizon [k + 1, n + k] by time steps, k = τ 0 < τ 1 < τ 2 < τ 3 ..., where τ j is defined as the earliest time after τ j−1 when the LP cost increases by at least ∆ where 0 < ∆ < 1 is a constant which will be fixed later. For each color block b in LP, we increase the cost of LP by its height x b at the time when it ends. Note that this is the opposite of the weighted case where we associate the cost of color blocks with the time it starts in the LP. We refer to the interval I j := (τ j−1 , τ j ] as phase j. When we say that we charge to phase j, we mean that we charge to the increase of at least ∆ in LP cost during I j . Now consider any j, and the latest time step t j 1 ∈ (τ j−1 , τ j ] such that there are at least t − k ρ-ready elements at each time t during (τ j−1 , t
Note that the total height of color blocks I j that end during (τ j−1 , τ j ) is at most ∆. Let t j 2 ≥ t j 1 be the earliest time step when one of the color blocks I j that intersect τ j , schedules only the elements arriving after time t does not exists, set t j 2 = τ j . Note that if t j 2 < τ j then there must exist a color block in I j that since time t j 2 schedules only the elements arriving after time t j 1 . Fix one such color block and let σ j denote this block. Now if σ j schedules an element e i at time t , then we set t σ i = t . We now set β-times. The goal of this step is to find enough elements to schedule by time t j 2 without using elements arriving after t j 1 . Later we will show that we only need to use a constant number of colors C β j in expectation, and this will be the most interesting part of our algorithm and analysis. Let C β j = ∅. We add a color c to C β j with the maximum number of elements arriving by time t j 1 until we have that,
Here E c,≤t 
Analysis
We will say that an element e i is ready for schedule at time t if its ρ, ρ , α, α , β or σ time is not greater than time t. We first show that the algorithm never gets stuck. Our analysis will be done for each phase I j = (τ j−1 , τ j ]. For notational convenience, we will refer to t j 1 , t j 2 simply as t 1 , t 2 . LEMMA 4.3. Suppose ρ ≤ 1 − ∆, then at any time t, there is at least one element ready to be scheduled.
Consider any j. By definition of t 1 , we know that there is at least one ρ-ready element in the buffer during (τ j−1 , t 1 ]. Also we know that using the block σ j , we can find one σ-ready element arriving after t 1 in the buffer at each time during (t 2 , τ j ]. Hence if we can find t 2 − k elements that become ρ, ρ , α, α or β-ready by time t 1 (and that arrive by time t 1 ), then we will be done.
We note that Lemma 4.3 is not completely obvious since LP may schedule some elements arriving after t 1 (by a small amount though) during (t 1 , t 2 ], and our goal to find enough elements arriving by t 1 to cover all time steps by time t 2 . Here constraints (4.8) play a crucial role. We use the constraint by setting E to be the elements that are ρ-ready by time t 2 and that arrive by time t 1 , and by setting B = I j ; see Corollary 4.1. Knowing that the total height of color blocks I j (that end during (τ j−1 , τ j )) is at most ∆, we have (4.9)
Note that the volume of work in the left-hand-side is only on the elements that arrive before time t 1 , and do not become ρ-ready by time t 2 . This is because by definition of t j 2 , the only possible color blocks that can work on elements arriving after time t 1 during (t 1 , t 2 ] are all in I j , and we discarded them by setting B = I j . Hence we know that each element contributing to the left-hand-side has been processed by the LP by at most ρ. Thus, we know that there are at least (1 − ∆)(t 2 − k − |E |)/ρ elements that are scheduled by LP that arrive before time t 1 that do not become ρ or ρ -ready by time t 1 when (1 − ∆)/ρ ≥ 1. By the way we defined β-time steps, we conclude that Lemma 4.3 holds.
We now upper bound the (expected) cost of our solution. We say that a color block b is ρ, α, β, σ, ρ , or α -block if it is initiated by ρ, α, β, σ, ρ , α times respectively. Bounding the cost of ρ, σ blocks is easy. We will abuse the notation ρ and let ρ also denote a constant such that 0 < ρ < ρ, which will be fixed soon.
Note that the following lemma bounds the total cost of ρ-blocks. Proof. Note that there is at most one color block σ j for each phase j. We charge this cost to the LP cost increase in phase j. To see the details, say that element e i is scheduled by σ j . Then if there is any σ-block that is started by one of these elements σ j , it must continue to schedule all elements in σ j . Hence σ j can result in at most one σ-block. LEMMA 4.7. The total expected cost (number) of ρ and α -blocks that do not schedule an element processed by more than ρ is at most
Proof. Consider any ρ -block that is scheduled by a ρ -ready element e i in phase j. Since it has not been processed by LP by more than ρ when it is scheduled, there exists an element of the color that is processed during (t 1 , t 2 ] by at least ρ − ρ . In other words, color c(e i ) ∈ C ρ j used at least ρ − ρ height during (t 1 , t 2 ]. Let h ρ be the total height of color blocks of a color in C ρ j . Then we know that the total number of ρ -blocks that meet the description of the lemma is at most h ρ ρ−ρ . This is because there can be at most one ρ -color block of the same color in each phase (all ρ -ready elements in phase j have the same ρ -ready time t 1 ).
Also consider any α -block that is scheduled by a α -ready element e i in phase j. Since it is not ρ-ready by time t 2 , for it to be a α -ready element in phase j, a color block that intersects a time in (t 1 , t 2 ] and schedules the element must have been sampled by α-sampling. And we know that the expected number of color blocks sampled out of I j ∪ I j , the set of color blocks that intersect a time in (t 1 , t 2 ], is at most h α /α where h α denote the total height of color blocks of a color not in C ρ j . Note from definition of τ j that the total height of I j ∪ I j is at most (1 + ∆), hence we have h ρ + h α ≤ 1 + ∆. We charge the total expected cost of
to the LP cost increase in phase j. Since α ≥ ρ, the lemma follows.
To bound the cost of β-blocks we need to understand the underlying random process behind the construction of C β j . Lemma 4.2 will be crucial for our analysis. The lemma upper bounds the expected number of "corrections" (additional colors) needed to meet the given demand. Now let us take a close look at (4.9) again. The set E includes all elements that arrive by time t 1 and ρ-ready by time t 2 , or equivalently all elements that are ρ or ρ -ready time at t 1 . As discussed already, (4.9) implies that there is enough volume of work that has been done on the elements that arrive by time t 1 and that do not become ρ-ready by time t 2 . Hence for each color c, we create a random variable Z c that denotes the number of elements of color c that arrive by time t 1 and that do not become ρ-ready by time t 2 , but become α-ready by time t 2 . Let L := t 2 − k − |E |. By (4.9) and Lemma 2.2, then we have ). Since one can schedule all elements of each color c ∈ C j that arrive by time t 1 in one color block since t 1 , by charging the cost E[|C j |] to phase j, we have LEMMA 4.8. The total expected cost (number) of β-blocks is at most By combining Lemma 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, we conclude that the approximation ratio of our algorithm is at most
We set α = 0.19, ∆ = 0.45, ρ = 0.19, ρ = 0.0678, and the quantity has value 66.0823. This proves Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Lemma 4.2
This section is devoted to proving Lemma 4.2. We partition random variables into two groups depending on the ratio of their expected value to their maximum value. All random variables Z l such that max Z l ≥ ζEZ l are put into Z big , where ζ > 1 is a constant to be fixed later. All other random variables are put into Z small . (For notational convenience, we let Z big and Z small refer to the indices of the random variables they have.) Now we scale down the non-zero probability of each random variable Z l ∈ Z small by a factor of ζ-this decreases EZ l by a factor of ζ. Obviously this can only increase the expected number of |S|. Note that now we have l EZ l ≥ (η/ζ)L, and for all Z l , max Z l ≥ ζEZ l ; η/ζ will be set to be greater than 1.
We use the concentration inequality which can be found in Appendix A . We reindex Z l such that max Z l nonincreases in l. To prove Lemma 4.2, we consider the probability that we are forced to add X l to S. This can happen only if l <l max Z l + l ≥l Z l < L. Hence we conclude the following: (4.10)
E|S| ≤
